
to yield or internal rate of return (IRR). Some inves-
t rs segment their analysis of returns between debt
and equity yields over an assumed holding period.
Other investors focus on the total property yield or
the unleveraged return. Again, a discounted cash
flow investment analysis can be predicated on a
multitude of net income levels.

At bottom we define a capitalization rate as a
rate of return that an investment entity seeks when
purchasing real estate. For example, if an income-
producing piece of real estate is forcasted to gener-
ate S1,000,000 in cash flow and an investment entity
wants to earn a 107o return, then the purchase price
must be $10,000,000. To establish an appropriate
rate of return, an investor must consider the risk
inherent in the investment and the returns that
may be achieved by alternative investments. Al-
though risk is easily identifiable, it is relatively am-
biguous and extremely difficult to quantify.
Therefore, we believe that the preferred method for
quantifying capitalization rates involves the realiza-
tion that a capitalization rat€ is merely the weighted
cost of the capital utilized to acquire an investment.

As previously alluded to, hotel real estate trans-
actions, like most real estate transactions, typically
involve a capital structure that includes debt and
equity funds. Although there is a notable scarcity of
available third-party debt funding insofar as hotels
are concerned, we find that the great majority of
transactions are being financed. And reliable
sources tell us that mortgages are being put in place
on hotel deals.

Debt Return Requircments
One source of reliable hotel mortgage data is the
American Council of Life Insurance (ACLI). The
ACLI'I lrutestmcnt Bulletin surveys commercial
mortgage commitments quarterly and publishes the

results by property type. For most of 1990, 1991 and
1992 the companies reporting to this survey ac-
counted for roughly two-thirds of commercial mort-
gages held by U.S. life insurance companies; thus,
this data to a very large extent comes directly from
"the horse's mouthl' Although many recent quarters
have had insullicient data on hotel and motel loans
speciflrcally, published data for 1991 encompassed a
total of 4l hoteVmotel loans representing over $165
million in commitments. Thble 1 shows the relevant
information by quarter for 1991.

As one would expect, the contract int€rest rates
for hotel and motel mortgages substantially ex-
ceeded that reported for other property types. Full-
year 1991 ACLI data indicates that the average
hoteVmotel contract interest rate for all types of
mortgages (including fixed rate-fixed term, partici.
pation, joint venture and other special features) was
104 basis points above the average contract mort-
gage interest rate on industrial properties (for
which a total of over $876 million had been reported
as committed),96 basis points above the average
contract interest rate for olfice buildings (for which
over $1.4 billion was reported committed) and 78
basis points above the average contract interest rat€
reported for apartments (for which over $6.2 billion
was reported as committed). Obviously, the rela-
tively low amount committed on hotels and motels,
combined with the higher interest rates, tells the
real story about the current desirability of financing
these types of properties. Nonetheless, the ACLI pro-
vides hard data that clearly indicates return re.
quirements for the debt component of the
capitalization rate.

Another source of published data on hotel mort-
gages is the previously mentioned Hotel and Motel
Brokers of America (HMBAI. The HMBA recently

PRICES f,ND
APPBtrISALS:
WHERE IS THE
TRUTH?

"Shaky pension fund real estate portfolios
Iikely will be slashed in value by lSVc tn 20va
this year, the deepest cut ever . . . I person-
ally believe there is going to be another
round of write-downs in 1992. I dont think
we are at the bottom yet in all property
t,?es and in all marketsj' said AT&T's Mr.
Russo. . . . Greenwich Associates' Mr. Smith
believes, 'h case can be made for a 207a
spread between what real estate money
managers are asking for their properties
and what the prirate market is willing to
pay." That spread is so wide, said Mr Smith,
"that real estate sales have virtuallv
haltedl'r

I n investor can buy a high-quality. unleveraged
E aDartment house at the current market price
5l ui,a get an 8.5or first-year yield tNOUpiicer.
The Russell-NCREIF annual income return is only
7.29a (firsl quarter 1992 annualized). Since income
return provided by the index is a composite of prop-
erty incomes divided by appraised values, are prop-
erties in the index on average overvalued? How
accurate are the indexed properties' appraisals?

This article addresses this issue in four steps. It
looks at the nature of real estate income return in-
dices in terms of their intended benefits and the
constraints associated with their construction. With
this background, it examines the best available em-
pirical evidence on the reliability of appraisal, label-
ing the result: the traditional appraisal lag. Using
this foundation, it returns to the questions above
and attempts to numerically reconcile index income
yields with acquisition rates. Finally, the conclu-
sions are reported.
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TABLE I
HotelMotel Mortgage Interest Rates-1991 (by Quarter)

lst Quarter 2nd Quarter 3rd Quarter 'lth Quarter Tbtal l99l

Acquis ition capitd.lization rales support
redl estale indet incomc returns.

by Ben D. DeVries, Mike E. Miles
and Stephen B. Wolgin

No. of loans
Amount committed ( +000)
Contract interest r&te

N/A
$25,9E0

L0.73q(

Fixed rate/fixed term

Other special features

Ttrtal

No. of loans
Amount committed ( +000)
Contract inter€st rate

No. of loans
Amount committed ( +000)
Contract interest rate

1

$4,890

I
$r,890

NiA
$25,980

t0.75%

b
$32,8.10

10.00%

5

$29,814
10.03%

30
$91,995

10.49%

I
$9,{00

3l
$r01,395

10.40%

39
$152,679

l0.1lic

2

$12,426

4l
$165,r05

t0.44Ec

I

'Dola not shoun for limited number of laona
Source: American Council of Life lnsurance.
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flawed of all stock market indices, because they un-
derstand it. Unless we develop a similar understand-
ing of the Russell-NCREIF Propety Index, we will
not achieve the objectives listed in Exhibit I.

EXHIBIT I

Why Have Real Estate Indices?

1. To study ex post performance (e.9., of an asset
class) as a benchmark for asset allocation models.

2. To evaluate investment manager performance
and to link such evaluation8 to investment philos-
ophy and fund time horizons.

3. To manage passive investment strategies and all
modified forms of "In Real Estate" diversification.

Tbble l lists several commonly used stock and
body performance indices and illustrates the follow-
ing conclusions:
r Indices have evolved (and improved) over time.
r No index is perfect, but the right index is very

helpful in dealing with the issues laid out in
Exhibit 1.

I One can use an index effectively only when one
understands how it was created.

With this in mind, we believe it is instructive to
consider the formulation of the Russell-NCREIF In-
dex.a (The Appendix to this paper describes in some
detail the construction and composition of the
Russell-NCREIF Index.) Not a measure of all real
estate,s the index measures the performance of insti-
tutionally owned property (specifically pension fund
real estate assets).6 It is constructed from a combi-
nation of accounting records and appraised values.
Consequently, its reliability is a direct function of
the quality of the underlying appraisals.

The Tfaditional Appraisal Lag
The best way to evaluate the reliability of commer-
cial appraisals for the Russell-NCREIF properties is
to compare the market value of properties that have
been sold with presale appraised values. In 1991 a

year of construction and uncounted cost overruns for
project redesign.

With all the talk of ten-year discounted cash
flows, debt coverage ratios, terminal capitalization
rates and the like, it was clear by the late 1980s that
many individual people-powerful, successful peo-
ple, in particular-just lihed hotels, tlarn it. Perhaps
influenced by the subconscious memories of those
childhood Monopoly games, these people wanted to
own one or two of them. If the economics of the
particular deal did not make sense, wasnt it all for
the long-term good of the company?

Thc Financial Side
Irrespective of the relationship between hotel room
demand and hotel room supply in any particular
market, even nominally successful hotels may be
troubled properties today because of the ongoing
scarcity ofthird-party financing. We are all aware of
the crisis in our banking industry and the limited
availability of institutional financing for most types
of real estate. This has proven to be particularly
problematic for hotels, however, because so many
were constructed in the last l0 years and were flr-
nanced with mortgages intended to be in place only
for five or 10 years.

One response to the fluctuating interest rates
and inflationary pressures in the 1970s was the bal-
Ioon or bullet mortgage, a term that sounds some-
what antiquated today. Call them what you will,
their maturity dates are here! There are far fewer
lending institutions in this country than there were
five and 10 years ago, and a fairly significant per-
centage of them have been "burned" on hotel deals
as a result of hotel room supply and demand factors.
[€t us not forget to acknowledge the historical over-
leveraging of hotel properties during the develop-
ment fever of the 1980s. A 757r loan-to-value ratio
and a debt coverage ratio of 1.25 seemed conserva-
tive enough in 1985. Problems occurred only when
supply and demand factors forced declines in value
of 407c tn 50%, leaving the first mortgagee either in
the midst of a hostile foreclosure action or in posses-
sion of an asset whose ralue did not come close to
the mortgage value on the books.

The lending community in this country there-
fore is largely uninterested in financing hotels. A1-
though there have been several exceptions, they are
hard to find. Domestic lenders active in the hotel
market are, in general, the sellers of properties ob-
tained through foreclosure actions. Interestingly
enough, we still hear about a fair amount of interest
in hotel properties from equity investors and their
ilk. The problem is that, of all the equity investors
who express their interest in a hotel deal, few can
come to the table with hnancing in place.

Nonetheless, hotel sales are occurring. The Ho-
tel & Motel Brokers of America (HMBA) reported
170 hotel sales in 1991, a 72% rncrease over 1990's
total of 99 property sales and the second-largest
number in the organization's 33-year history.
Strongly influencing the increase in hotel transac-
tions was the opening, in mid-1990, of the Resolution

Trust Corporation (RTC) pipeline of properties. Ac-
cording to the HMBA, the RTC had approximately
155 hotels in its portfolio in January 1991 and 109
hotels (46 of which were under agreement) as of
January, 1992. Thus, most transfers of hotels are
related to foreclosed properties with troubled finan-
cial histories. So we note that the 1991 sales re-
ported by the HMBA featured an average per-room
price of $18,400, roughly 15% below the average re-
ported per-room selling price in 1990.

This environment has made it difficult to talk
about capitalization rates and return requirements
for hotels. How can we look to the market to get a
handle on capitalization rates when the market of
consummated sales consists largely of sellers who
were under duress or of properties that were sold out
of foreclosure or of transactions that arre fore-
closures and not arm's-length sales? How can we
look to the market to provide information on capital-
ization rates when most hotel owners are only
would-be sellers who, if they have any financial
wherewithal, would hold onto their properties until
they could consummate a deal in their best interest?
Well, here is what we are doing.

Rates Of Return
We have noticed over the years that the real estate
market in general and the hotel real estate market
in particular is not elficient. When real estate is
compared to, say, the stock exchange, we wonder:
Where is the up-to-the-minute information on price/
earnings ratios? Across whose computer terminal
does the most recent sales price of a particular prop-
erty flash? What daily newspaper prink lists of the
latest prices for real property and the indicated cap-
italization rates? And, finally, what exactly is this
animal that we all agree exists and that we call a
capitalization rate?

This last problem is particularly sigrrificant be-
cause there are so many kinds of capitalization rates
and no consensus within either the real estate in-
dustry or the hotel real estate industry on the kind
of capitalization rate that should be used. Obviously,
the intention of any capitalization rate is to reflect
the relationship between a property's value (or price)
and its income. However, there are many ways of
expressing this relationship. So, when we are asked
about capitalization rates for hotels, our first ques-
tion is: What rate are you talking about?

An investor may formulate a cepitalization rate
that can be applied to a myriad of net income levels.
For example, direct capitalization rates can be devel-
oped based on historical net income, forecasted hrst
year net income or forecasted stabilized net income
deflated to current dollars. To add to the confusion,
some investors may capitalize different levels of net
income, including: before or after a reserve for re-
placement for furnishings, fixtures and equipment;
before or after an incentive management fee; or any
combination of the reserve for replacement and in-
centive management fee.

The same confusion arises when discount rates
are discussed. The term discount rate is equivalent

lndicator
Dmlura ld[tri&l ArErage

s&P 500

Wilshire 6000

Russe[ 3000

Sample

30 ldu#id stocks

600 stocks

About 6000 stocks

About 3000 stocks

Representation

Covers 29% oI rll stock rtlues

Covers 70% of all stock values

C.orErs oYer 98% of sll stock
values

Covers over 96% of oI stock
v&lnes

Most inrcstn€ 'gede bonds

)lcthod
Price weighted

Value weightrd

Ihlue wei8hted and &4iust€d for
cross ownership

Velue weighted and odiusted for
cross owners[ip

CoNtant m&turity ( approximah )Salomon Brother's Brosd Index Bonds
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The Nature Of Indices
What are the benefits of indices?2 The reasons for
having indices are no different today than they were
at the turn of the century, when Irving Fisher wrote
the highly acclaimed, (but not widely read) ?ie
Makine of Inder Nuntbers'.

"Tb determine the pressure of steam, we do
not take a popular vote: we consult a gauge.
Concerning a patient's temperature, we do
not ask for opinions: we read a thermometer.
In economics, however, as in education,
though the need for measurement is as great
as in physics or in medicine, we have been
guided in the past largely by opinions. In
the future, we must substitute measure-
ment. Tbward this end, we must agree upon
instruments of measurement . . .

The use of yardsticks of 40 different lengths
would be a source of confusion: the use of 40
different kinds of index numbers is no less
confusing. Ifexperts fail to clear up this con-
fusion because they disagree on non-
essentials, it will seem to many people, to
whom the mathematics of the subject is a
mystery, as though the experts could not
agree on fundamentals. And so, without due
cause, index numbers in general will be dis-
credited and the study of economics im-
peded. For this reason, it is to be hoped that
all those who are capable of understanding
the subject will agree in adopting and advo-
cating for general use the Ideal Formula or a
closely similar formula."3

Drawing from Fisher and our own experience
with contemporary real estate investment manage-
ment problems, we have prepared a list of reasons
for a real estate index (Exhibit 1). As this exhibit
clearly indicates a reliable real estate performance
index is critical to the institutional real estate in-
vestment community.

The progression of improvements in stock mar-
ket indices can provide a framework for understand-
ing the flrst of the real estate perform4nce indices,
e.g., the Russell-NCREIF Property Index. We appre-
ciate that no index is perfect. Investors continue to
use the "Dow", even though it may be the most

TABLE I
Common Economic Performance Indices

Rates ol Return on Hotel Investments



either completely eliminating the need for a hotel
room or dramatically shortening the required length
of stay in a hotel. Average lengths of stay for most
commercial hotels are only one to three nights; so
the typical commercial hotel's tenancy turns over
fast€r. This trend in general, did not have a negative
impact on the hotel industry in the 1970s and 1980s;
however, because the overall increase in travel (and
therefore the demand for hotel rooms) provided the
ideal stop-gap.

During the late 1980s, the weakening of the U.S.
dollar on the international currency markets also
served to spur travel (and hotel room demand) in
this country. The results of this particular influence
were a double bonus: The weaker dollar made travel
to the United States by international visitors ex-
traordinarily economical, while the much-touted
"globalization' of the nation's economy gave interna-
tional visitors more and better reasons for traveling
here (and international travelers came in droves). At
the same time, travel by U.S. citizens to interna-
tional destinations became increasingly expensive
because of the weakened U.S. dollar; U.S. citizens
therefore were encouraged to travel domestically.

The periodic outbreaks of international terror-
ism that characterized the mid- and late-1980s also
stimulated domestic travel (and, demand for hotel
rooms) by suppressing the desire for travel abroad.
Combined with the nation's expanding employment
base and generally favorable. Reagan-era economic
conditions which increased both discretionary and
non-discretionary travel, demand for hotel rooms
was strong and growing in many of the nation's mar-
ketplaces during the second half of the 1980s.

Well, welcome to the 1990s. On a national level
we are in or hovering around a recession that has
cost many people their jobs. Employment is shrink-
ing in many marketplaces. International tensions
vis-a-vis the (former) Eastern Bloc nations have
been relaxed substantially, causing the federal gov-
ernment to re-evaluate its financial commitment to
the nation's defense industry. As a result, major'de-
fense industry plants and military bases are closing,
and the local economies that had relied upon these
major employers are suffering. Although our cur-
rency remains weak, the economies of many of the
nations who supplied us with so many willing visi-
tors during the 1980s also have weakened, and we
had a war in 1991.

A single glance at the passenger activity statis-
tics for our airports during late 1990 and early 1991
is sulficient to demonstrate the wholesale abandon-
ment of much of this country's travel activities dur-
ing the period. While the airfare wars of the
summer of 1992 have stimulated travel (and demand
for hotel rooms), the domestic airline industry still
appears to be contracting, raising the prospect of
less competitiveness in air fares. In short, things
have changed, and, however temporary some ofthese
factors may be, the hotel industry in many markets
has been hurt.

The Supply Sidc
The hotel industry's widespread supply side prob-
lems are largely a legacy of the "two accelerators, no
brake' development mentality of the 1980s. Prior to
1986's tax reform, hotel property did not have to be
"economic" to yield desirable returns in the form of
tax savings to investors. Remember when the hotel
building itself was depreciable in less than 19 years
and the furniture, fixtures and equipment were de-
preciable in five years? These features made hotels
desirable, given the ability (now, of course, Iong-
gone) to pass-through passive after-tax losses to off-
set active income. And remember, too, that there was
(arguably) at least some pent-up demand for new
properties after the recession and double-digit inter-
est rates of the early 1980s.

Even after tax reform, however, new hotel devel-
opment continued at an historically strong pace well
into the late 1980s. The entrance of the Pacific Rim
investor into the U.S. real estate market proved to
be an incentive to new hotel development, partic-
ularly in markets of particular interest to this in-
vestor type (".9., Southern California and
Manhattan). In the late 1980s Pacific Rim investors
were interested in hotel properties in particular, es-
pecially the high-end resort products. Enough sales
of existing U.S. properties were made to this inves-
tor seg'ment, at prices well above those their U.S.
counterparts were willing or able to pay, to cause the
hotel investment market to consider potentially new
highs in values and new lows in capitalization rates,
irrespective, at times, of whether the particular
property was Pacific Rim-investor material.

In addition to the perceived economic benefits of
hotel investment in the 1980s, we noted another, less
quantifiable factor in the investment decisions being
made at the time: For lack of a better term, we call
this "the ego factor." We had first-hand exposure to
"the ego factor" time and time again in the late
1980s, and we found it in places one ordinarily would
not expect to look. We remember clearly the public
company that wished to acquire a waterfront hotel
property in the suburban Northeast with an offering
price that was a good 259. to 30% above what we
considered to be the property's market value. We
could not understand why this transaction was be-
ing considered at this price, until we found out that
the company's CEO had just purchased a rather
Iarge yacht and required a marina slip, one of the
lesser amenities offered at this particular hotel
property.

Then there was the case of the luxury-oriented
hotel under construction in Southern California.
The project had taken years to develop and was
within six months of opening when the CEO of its
public company owner/developer was ousted. The
new CEO did not care for certain design elements
that had been incorporated into the property from
the original architecturals. Because the prop€rty
was adjacent to the company's international head-
quart€rs, it was argued that the company's image
could be damaged irretrievably unless the hotel had
the proper ambiance. The result was an additional

group at the University of North Carolina exten-
sively studied verifred sale prices of 469 properties
from the Russell-NCREIF database with their pre-
sale appraised values.T

Overall, the sale prices were 1.69r higher Lhan
the last appraised values. When broken down by
time period, equal-weighted results, based on per-
centage differences, varied:

Overall mean + 1.6(/.
t equal-weighted t

1978-1985 (the'^up market") + 7.8'/t
1986-1987 (the "flat market") + 2.3c/r
1988-1990 (the "down market"l 3.3'1

Since appraisals tend to lag market prices due to
the nature of the appraisal process, these results
seem logical.8

This type of analysis is useful for an investor
who is concerned about the reliability of a total port-
folio. To those concerned about the reliability of each
appraisal, an analysis of absolute differences may be
more useful. The results of an analysis of absolute
differences are as follows:

Overall absolute average 7o.7st
(equal-weighted)

1978-1985 (the "up market") 12.7q.
1986-1987 (the "flat market") 8.8E(
1988-1990 (the 'down market") 10.37.

Some of the variance in the 1978-1985 period
may be due to lack of att€ntion directed at the ap-
praisal process. The differences in the 1986-87 pe-
riod are smaller because the market was more stable
and investment managers focused more attention on
appraisals. The larger differences in the 1988-1990
period are attributable to the increased volatility of
the market.e

When the two analyses above are value
weighted (i.e., when the larger properties are al-
Iowed to have more influence), the results are not
radically different. On an arithmetic basis, the
values are:

Overall mean - l.1qt
1978-1985 (the "up market") +7.SVt
1986-1987 (the "flat market") + 4.Oq
1988-1990 (the "down market" ) l.,c/(

After accounting for the reliability of individual
appraisals (i.e., the absolute value approach), the
value-weighted differences are:

Overall absolute average 9.2c(
1978-1985 (the "up market") 9.9q,
1986-1987 (the "flat market") 8.9s.
1988-1990 (the "down market") g.fi,

On a property-by-property basis, the differences
are much greater. Thirty-six properties sold at prices
that exceeded their appraisals in the previous quar-
ter by 20%, while 29 properties sold at prices that
fell below their appraisal value by 20%.'0 Although
individual properties at times sold for prices that
differed significantly from their appraised value, the
differences tended to caneel out one other. Therefore.
we conclude that a rather high degree of confidence
may be placed in the unit ralues that have been
attached to larger portfolios of properties.

For our purposes in this analysis, the traditional
appraisal lag in a down market may be defined as
1.5 .q( b 3.3q( . This is the expected overvaluation
range we used to reconcile index income yields with
current acquisition rates.

Reconciling The Numbers
The question: The investor can buy a high-quality,
unleveraged apartment house and get an 8.57r first-
year yield. The Russell-NCREIF income return is
7.2%. Since the income return is "basically" income
divided by appraised value, are the properties in the
index orvnulued?

Before reconciling the numbers, we make two
assumptions. First, we assume that we will obtain
the first year pro forma income. Investors base their
current yield of 8.57r on expected income. In this
analysis we grant the assumption (i.e., we make no
adjustment for the fact that next year's expectation
is being compared to last year's reality, audited real-
ity in the case of the Russell-NCREIF Index).

Second, we address the income versus sustain-
able cash flow question. Recogrrizing that in the
early years replacement costs will be low for new
properties, we assume that an adequate reserve for
replacement has been deducted from the pro forma
NOI (i.e., that the acquisition pro forma has a re-
serve percentage appropriate for the expected hold-
ing period not just for the early years). These two
assumptions make reconciliation more diffrcult but
strengthen the conclusions.

The first step in the reconciliation is an adjust-
ment by property type (shown in Exhibit II). This
easy "look-up" calculation increases lhe 7.2%
Russell-NCREIF income return to 7.67r.

EXHII]IT II
Property Type Adjustment: Apartment

A portfolio composition adjustment is needed in any
comparison.

In this very simple example, lhe 8.57r' pro forma is
compared with the NCREIF ex post dpartment in-
come return of 7.6% (first quarter 1992 annualized),
nol the 7 .29r overall index income return.

The second necessary adjustment is for price
level changes, shown in Exhibit IIL Even in a low-
inflationary environment income usually rises with
the general price level on properties, such as apart-
ments that have six. to l2-month leases.

Tb complete the test of the reliability of the
appraisal-based index numbers, we consider the
portfolio occupancy question. While acquisition cap-
italization rates tend to reflect a stabilized occu-
pancy close to 959r, few existing portfolios average
957r occupancy across all apartments. Exhibit IV
shows the implied occupancy calculated from the
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adjusted Russell-NCREIF income return. If operat-
ing expenses are hxed, then the $70,588 unit value
(8.570 capitalization rate) will earn the adjusted
Russell-NCREIF return (7.87r) when the property
generates revenue of$9,506. This implies occupancy
of 907c, as indicated.

EXHIBIT III
Inflation Adjustment

Assume "all else is equal" and that ex post income
will be higher with the passage of one year by the
general rate of inflation. InIlation is currently
around 37o. Thus: ex post income 7.69c x 7.03 =
7.870 ex ante income.

EXHIBIT IY

Implied Vacancy

Hypothetical apartment
Revenue at 957. occupancy $10,000 (potential $10,526)
Operating expense 4,000
NOI 6,000

Market value at acquisition capitalization rate of
8.59a = $70,588

For this property (if valued fairly) to fit in the
Russell-NCREIF Index perfectly, it would have to
earn'1.8% (Exhibit III) on $70,588 or $5,506.

If operating expenses are unchanged over this mod-
est occupancy range, then the revenue is $5,506 +
$4,000 or $9,506.

This implies an adjusted occupancy of
$9,506/$10,526 or 907c.

It has been our observation that most institu-
tional managers have apartment portfolio occupan-
cies in the 857c Lo 957o occupancy range with a
clustering in the low 907. occupancy range. Thus,
the implied occupancy of 907r is on the low side of
the appropriate range.

If we use the traditional down market appraisal
lag (l.t1o ta 3.3Vo), then the reconciliation fits right
on the clustering. Applying the 1.5% lag (lalue-
weighted mean) to the example in Exhibit IY the
$70,588 figure is overstat€d by l.\Vc to $71,647; so
the income return at 7.8% is S5,588, which implies
an occupancy of 917o ($9,588/$10,526 = 917o). We
cannot be exact about the average institutional
apartment portfolio occupancy; 929o is, however, an
average of the unverifred quotes we have seen. This
would imply that the appraisal lag is just over 47orr,
which is not an unreaeonable figure given the his-
torical evidence and the diffrculties caused by the
lack of comparables in today's illiquid market.

Conclusion
We have examined the intent, construction and na-
ture of real estate indices, explored the empirical
evidence for appraisal reliability and numerically
reconciled an index income return with the current
capitalization rate for a typical apartment acquisi-
tion. This analysis suggests that it is possible to
reconcile reported index income returns with acqui.
sition capitalization rates. Our analysis also shows
that the well-documented appraisal lag probably
still exists, but it is not anywhere near the magni-
tude suggested in the popular press.r2 It takes time
to conduct the appraisal process; so some lag is to be
expected despite the diligence of appraisers and in-
vestment managers. The lag today, however, is no
larger than it has been historically. It should be-
come smaller as markets stabilize and appraisers
have more transactions to evaluate.

NOfES
1. Pensions & Investments, April, f992
2. Theoretical work on indices can b€ haced to [.aspe]Tes who

fiIst proposed formulas in 18&. ln fact, much ofthis theoreti,
cal work has continued as the U.S. stock market has made
several attrmpts to measure the movement of common stock
pricee. Each effort has impro!'ed the industry's ability to mea-
suae 6nd portray the sverage experience of investors in the
U.S. common stock aaeet clasg. lmsgine the surprie of inves,
tols in 1938, when they learned that the Cowles Commission
Stsndard Ststistics Index of U-S. stock market performance
had gained 364* from the p€ od 1871 through 193?, but the
DowJones aversge covering nearly the same time period was
up only 149%! This information wae powerful in the late
1930s as investors recovered from the 1929 stock market
crash. The differences in retums were attribut€d to an im-
proved calculation methodology (market capitalization
weighted !€Isus price weightedl and a much broader repre-
sentation of stock6. {The latter methodology included 351
stocks versus 30 stocks in the Dow-Jones Industrial Average.)

3. Fisher l: Tfu Mohing of Indzt Numbers.
4. For a very intetesting alternative appmach usi[g publicly

traded real estate s€curities, see Ttrrres', Michael: "FindinS
AnBvrers to R€al Estat€ in the Public Marketel' Wilshire,
September, 1991.

5. For a measure of the total size of the U.S. real estate market,
Bee Miles, Mike: "What Is the Value of All U.S. R€al Estatel'
Real Estole Peureu,, Summer, 1990, and Miles, M, Pittrnan,
R., Hoesli, M. and BlatnaSet P; "R!al Estate Wealth;' Jo&.-
nal of Properly Managenrent, 7991.

6. Returns are time weighted not value weighted because, in
ge[eral, perEion funde (and their consultants) use time
weighted retums rather thaD intemal rat€s of rctum to eval-
uate their iDvestment managers' performance. Peneion funds
twically retain the responsibility for both the timinS and
amount of caah Ilow (i.e., contributions snd wit}ldlawals) to
and from the investment manager. The time-weightad return
is preferred trecause the formula minimizes the impact of
cs3h llows on the retum, and therefore, it allows one t di-
rectly compare returDs with dillerent cash flow patterns. [t is
important to note that int€rnal rates of retum and time
weighted retums are identical when there is tlo c€ah llow

7. See Mileg, M., Guilkey, D., Webb, 8., and Hunter, K.:.4n
Empirbal Ewluolion of the Relitbilitf of Commercial Ap-
prnisols, 1978-1990 (Chapel Hill, NC: University of North
Carolina, August, 1991.)

8. The appraisal process draws heavily on "comparable' sales
and aent8 that must have occurred at a prior date.

9. ln this adalysis the autho.s looked at eight qusrt€rs of ap-
prai8als. Irterestingly, while a few of the appraisal3 iD the
most recent quarter obviously were done with s coDtract of
sale in hand, the earlier appraisals were IIot Draterially less
accurate after adjustments were made for price level change6.

RATES Of
BETUBN ON
HOTEL
INVESTMENTS

I s real estate counselors who specialize in the
A tragirrg industry, we are coniinually asked:
I I Wtrat are capitalization rates on hotels today?
We have found this question increasingly difticult to
answer over the past couple of years. This article is
our attempt to explain why and to give the reader
some insight into the development of rates of return
for hotel properties, Because capitalization rates re-
flect investment return requirements, we begin with
a brief overview of today's hotel industry and its
perception by investors in the marketplace.

The U.S. Hotel Industry
lbday's U.S. lodgrng industry is considered to be
troubled for several sound reasons. Individual exam-
ples of financially troubled hotel properties exist in
almost every market area. Pressures on the industry
in the past couple of years have been exerted from
all sides: the supply side, the demand side and what
we call the balance sheet (i.e., the financial) side.

The Demand Side
Demand for hotel rooms is closely related to travel
trends which have been relatively easy to track in
this country and to understand during the past few
decades. These trends reflect the emergence of air
travel as an increasingly important form of domestic
travel. There has been tremendous growth in pas-
senger activity at most, if not all, major U.S. air-
ports. Furthermore, there are more major airports,
and those airports are bigger and busier than ever
before. Nevertheless, they have not been able to han-
dle the amount of air traffrc that has been gener-
ated, and regional airports have had to play an
increasingly important role in the nation's air travel
system. The continuing troubles with the nation's
airline industry, and the emergence of the airlines'
"hub" system, also have helped to "spread" air traf-
fic throughout the nation.

Although the increase in domestic air travel
has, in general, increased demand for hotel room
nights, air travel has made it easier to take shorter
trips which reduces the need for an overnight hotel
stay. A business trip from New York to Chicago once
may have resulted in a one- to two-week hotel stay.
The same trip may now last only one or two days,
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Debt and equity return requirements must
be determined to understand th.e ouerall
return rate for hotel properties.
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Karen E. Rubin, CRE
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Germany
Commercial property accounts for approximately
307c of all construction in Germany. Valuation of
property relies most heavily on the gross rental
method, which is based on the capitalization of net
rental income. The capitalization rate follows the
current "risk free" investment.

Large property funds finance new construction in
Germany. One important fund is the open-end fund,
which is initiated by banks to place shares through
their branch network. A closed-end fund also exists.
This fund offers substantial t:x incentives; however,
there is no regulated market for reselling the fund
shares,

Insurance companies have a relatively large ap-
petite for real estate, which consumes about 107o of
their collective portfolio. And within Europe, Ger-
many is by far the market offavor for other European
investors. By the middle of1991 foreign investment in
German real estate was estimat€d to be DM13.6 bil-
lion. The Scandinavians had the largest share at
DM4.9 billion; followed by the Dukh (DM3.8 billion)
and the British with DM3.3 billion.

Spain
Real estate valuation in Spain is approached on a
somewhat different basis than valuation conducted
in European counterparts. For example, loan re-
quests are treated on a case-by-case basis, and the
most important determinants of future income are
the quality of the future tenants and the lease condi
tions. As one "protection" for the lender, Ioan-to-
value ratios fluctuate between 507o and 707o. Also,
leasing is prominent in Spain, and ifthe tenant base
is solid, a property may be purchased. Institutions
often purchase property before it performs
economically.

Outside of Germany, Spain has been the most
significant beneficiary of the boom in European real
estat€ investment. Spain has beneflrted by hosting
the 1992 Olympics and by its expected role in the
European Economic Community (EEC). AIso, de-
mand for new space has outstripped supply by a
sigrrificant degree, keeping yields higher in Spain
than in any other market in Europe.

Whither Real Estate's Equity Capital
In The 1990s?
Many U.S. real estate professionals over the past
two years have bemoaned the "credit crunch]'the
supposed lack of debt available to support product
development. All the evidence I have refutes the ex-
istence of a credit crunch; however, evidence does
point to an equity crisis within our industry Most
equity dollars invested in the 1980s have been writ-
ten off; those dollars were the frst to dissolve. De-
velopers who expect to build a steady stream of
products in the 1990s must find and latch onto a
scare breed-the real estate equity investor. There
will be relatively few equity investors from the
United States; reducing our massive debt loads and
rebuilding equity will be the name ofthe game here.

Europe will continue undergoing that extraordi-
narily expensive unification "game" in the '90s. Ger-
many already is feeling the strain as interest rates
rise significantly, along with unemployment.

Equity-seekers should keep their eyes on the EEC's
Second Banking Coordination Directive which takes
effect on January 1, 1993 and provides a single Euro-
pean license to conduct banking business. The direc-
tive allows institutions that offer certain banking
activities in its own country to undertake the same
activities in every other European community with-
out obtaining additional licensing. Still, real estate's
capital markets hardly will be overrun with equity
capital from Europe during the 1990s.

What is becoming increasingly clear is that the
Pacific Rim will be the world's net provider of equity
in the 1990s, whatever the investment type. True,
Pacific countries are growing fast and have demands
of their own, but also consider the following facts:
r In 1990 total Pac"ific Rim gross national product

IGNPI was $1.63 trillion; by 2000 it will be be
$5.01 trillion- rivaling that of the EEC and al-
most equaling that of the United States.

! Taiwan, Indonesia, Thailand and Hong Kong have
earmarked over US$500 billion to spend for public
works and capital improvements over the next la.ro
years. This is more than the United States and
Europe plan to spend over the next /iu€ years.

For those with imagination and an eye for the
future, better understanding of the world's economic
engine in the 1990s will make a great deal of sense.

Global Rcal Estate Markets Are A Reality
The continued globalization of our real estate mar-
kets is a given. Although we know that many invest-
ment mistakes inevitably will be made, such is the
price of education. We also know that many things
must happen to have a truly global property invest-
ment market. For example, a thorough property-
rating syst€m must be developed. Fannie Mae led
such an achievement in the U.S. housing markets,
providing the basis for today's booming residential
mortgage-backed security trading. While not sim-
ple, another system can be achieved for commercial
property in the 1990s.

Investment in commercial property will be less
speculative in the'90s. Lenders and investors will
demand a higher level of due diligence, and they will
invest only in those projects that can stand on de-
mand, alone.

Equity capital for real estate will be in short
supply, and those who supply equity will have the
best investment opportunities to choose from. Ex-
pect a surge of both debt and equity funds to be
forthcoming, with Southeast Asia leading the way.

Finally, if the market is to reach equilibrium
and remain there, more owner-op€rators must find a
way to participate in the investment opportunities of
the '90s. It is doubtful that a group of passive inves-
tors purchasing ten hotel properties is what the
market needs, unless the managing partner really
understands that business.

Ready or not, globalization of the world's real
estate flrnancial market is here. When will it merge
with the realities of the local marketplace? And
when will the sum of such a merger receive the
respect needed to properly value real estate products
in the 1990s? These questions, and many more,
merit our collective answers.

10. The researcher€ overleid this data upon economic and popula-
tion dats in a simultaneous estimation procedure producidg
the following insightr: First, prices tended to exceed ap-
praised values in areas with higher than normal 8to\ath in
population, on properties in bettcr locatio[s aDd on larger
pmperties (measured by ssles prices). Second, prices tended t!
be lower than appraieed values on properties with high va-
cancies. Third, appraisers t€nded to b€ more accurate in \€lu-
ing properties with high income per square foot and great
functionality. Fourth, apprsisers tended to err more on o6ce
pmp€rties with high vacancy rat€s and on properties in b€t-
ter locations.

APPENDIX
Construction Of The RusselI-NCREIF Property Index
A. Rules For Inclusion

1. Property must be held for a tax-exempt investor by a member of National Council of Real Estate Investment
Fiduciaries.

2. Property must be unl.eueraged; Ieveraged properties are reported in a separate index. Unleveraged properties
have the following charact€ristics:
' Institutional real estate investments
' Income producing
' Fiduciary enYiroument
' Urban or suburban commercial; no agricultural or timber
' Unleveraged or less than 57c debt
. Wholly owned or joint Yenture
. Existing; no pre-development
. No developmenUlease up risk; properties must be 807c leased before inclusion

B. Rate Of Return Formula
Income return = beginning market value + U2 capital improvements - V2 partial sales - U3 income

(ending market value - beginning market value) + partial sales - capital improvemert + income
Tbtal return =

beginning market value + V2 capital improvements - U2 partial sales - V3 income

C. Number Of Properties And Market Values Over Time
(Years at 12l/31)

Russell-NCREIF Property Index

1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991

Number of
properties 291 37L 493 681 781 846 907 991 1055 1100 1181 1274 1508 1622

Market lralue
(in billions) $0.73 $1.23 $1.98 $3.67 $4.89 $6.07 $7.89 $10.95 612.21 $12.81 $15.61 $17.36 $22.31 $21.91

D. I)istribution by ltegion
Value (Years at 12i/31) U.S. Population 1990

1978 1984 1991

2O1c

24
35

2l
100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 1007c

E. Distribution By Pmperty ['pe
Years at 1731

1978 r98.1 1991

Apartment
C)fIce
Retail
Research and

development
Warehouse
Hotel
TOTAI,

11. The market value of $70,588 is overshted W 4q b 573,412.
If this higher volume achieves the adjust€d Russell-NCREIF
return of 7.8*, then t}le revenue is $9,726, implying an occu-
pancy of ($9,726il$10,526t = 92*.

12. The press often points out that income returns on the
Russell-NCREIF Inder have come down by 200 basis points
over the decade, while real estat€ risk app€am t b€ goinB up.
The apparent anomaly is explained by judging real e3t8t! in
a capital market context. R€al estata yields have come down
far less than bond yields which is logical given the increasing
risk associated with real estate over the decade.

East
Midwest
South
West

TOTAL

26.O3%

20.55

17.80

35.62

24.461c

15.97

24.9't
34.60

22.78%

15.88

17.66

43.68

0.ooc,
23.29
19.18

0.007.
49.68
19.26

1l.L4sc
32.68
26.15

6.85
34.27
16.41

10030-7"
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9.51
15.9?
5.58
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10.41
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